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Ambrovit
The Best to Rely on

With an extremely wide catalogue of articles that are constantly 
being updated, Ambrovit offers products that are increasingly 
innovative in terms of both technology, materials and finishes. 

Every professional sector can find in the catalogue what is 
necessary to carry out every job, from carpentry to construction, from 
mechanics to wood.

A Wide 
Catalogues 
of Articles

Ambrovit is a leading company in fastening systems, an Italian entrepreneurial reality 
that looks to the future with confidence, believes in the Italian and foreign market, with 
continuous development in technological research, product, growth, and adaptation in the 
automation, without leaving behind the adaptation to the new logics of communication and 
the quality of both our product and customer service.
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Periodical 
Adaptation to Meet 

Market Demand

But if a high-performance, high-quality product is essential to 
be a market leader, the continuous adaptation of the infrastructure 
to make logistics quick and punctual is no less important. It is 
therefore a natural consequence that Ambrovit periodically adapts 
its automation lines to the constant increase in market demand, 
so that the customer can benefit from a perfect service, with fast 
delivery times, without inaccuracies, knowing that he can count on 
a reliable partner.

In order to have a catalogue of 
thousands of products ready for delivery, 
it is also necessary to have an adequate, 
easily accessible and perfectly organised 
warehouse.

For th is reason, Ambrovit  has 
doubled its warehouse and management 
robot ics with the most up-to-date 
technology on the market today.

A Perfectly 
Organized 

Warehouse

An Ever-
renewed Portal

A Renovated 
Laboratory

Certifications

All the products in the catalogue 
are constantly tested in the renovated 
technical and experimental laboratory 
dedicated to quality control with the 
most sophisticated equipment, a further 
guarantee for the customer who can then 
interact with the company to obtain useful 
information for use, based on needs.

With a large market, which today 
includes almost all European countries in its 
portfolio, achieving international standards 
and having all the most important European 
certifications is an obligation and essential 
objective that Ambrovit has pursued in 
recent years. The certifications obtained are 
a satisfaction for Ambrovit, for its work and 
commitment.

T h e  eve r- r enewe d  p o r t a l  w w w.
ambrovit.com is an important working 
tool for dealers, where they can find all 
the technical information and types of 
Ambrovit products. The portal contains 
various topics and information, such as the 
interactive catalogue www.catalog.ambrovit.
it/, which is clearly laid out and easy to 
consult, and is a fundamental working and 
sales tool for Ambrovit customers.


